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Player Acceptance Procedure 
 

OVERVIEW 
 

WBA provides this procedure to all WABL players upon selection for WABL and State 
Championship teams. 

POSITION 
State Championships are part of the trial process for the full WABL season. Only players wanting 
to play WABL will be selected in a State Champs team. Team will not be finalised until after State 
Championships. 

 
1. Announcement of State Champs Team Selections: 

1.1. WBA will post team lists by a set date prescribed each year. The team lists will be posted on 
the WBA website. 

1.2. The team list posting will include information for parents regarding the next steps for 
registration which includes: 

1.2.1. Accepting the code of conduct, 

1.2.2. Obtaining uniforms 

1.2.3. Fee information 

1.3. The registration will include an electronic statement where players/parents must accept the 
player and parent codes of conduct. 

1.4. The parent has one week following team announcements to confirm this roster spot on the 
team by registering and paying fees. 

 
2. Commitment Duration and Scope: 

2.1. Registration and accepting the position for State Champs involves committing to the coming 
WABL season following State Champs if the player is selected. 

2.2. In the event of a player denying the offer of a WABL roster spot following this commitment, 
the player will be removed from consideration for a roster spot the following year in trials for 
State Champs or WABL. 

 
3. Accepting the Roster Spot: 

3.1. To confirm a player’s roster spot, a legal guardian needs to complete the registration and pay 
the prescribed fees. 

3.1.1. If the player/parent does not pay the fees and register by the prescribed date each year, 
the WBA will offer the spot to another player. 

3.2. Players will not be considered unfinancial or lose their roster spot if they have set up a payment 
plan for fees by the deadline. 



4. WABL Team Announcements: 

4.1. Shortly after the conclusion of State Champs, WABL teams will be announced: 

4.1.1. The exact date will be communicated by the WBA. 

4.2. A roster spot on a State Champs team does not guarantee a roster spot for WABL. 

4.2.1. Additionally, placement in a specific team for State Champs does not mean that a player 
will remain in the same team for WABL. 

4.3. Players may be moved between teams based on State Champs performance and team fit. 

4.4. For players that are selected for WABL Season, fees will become due upon registration. 


